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EDITORIAL AND NEWS
This September 2016 issue of the Kipling Journal was not planned as
a ‘themed’ number, but could easily pass for one because so much of
it is about Rudyard Kipling’s creative and personal engagement with
India and Indians. The report of the 2016 Annual Luncheon where the
guest of honour was Patrick Cockburn speaking on ‘Kipling, War and
Journalism’ is followed by a full account of the conference ‘Kipling
in India: India in Kipling’ which took place at the Indian Institute
for Advanced Study, Shimla, in April, including the full programme.
Three articles on Kipling and India follow, each containing new and/
or unpublished material. On behalf of the Kipling Society, I thank the
three contributors, for allowing the Kipling Journal to publish their
discoveries.
Our North American representative David Richards leads off with
his discovery of the full text of Rudyard Kipling’s long letter to Isabella
Burton in 1888, prior to the publication of Plain Tales from the Hills,
asking permission to dedicate the book to her, the text of which David
discovered on Ebay. This is the first time that this letter has appeared
in print.
Sarah Lonsdale’s splendidly lively and original essay on Kipling’s
early journalism, ‘He hath sold his heart to the old Black Art’, deals
with the youthful Kipling’s early work in 1884 for the Civil and
Military Gazette. Her account of Kipling’s journalism and his engagement with Indian cultures and peoples, shows that these articles, some
still uncollected and only to be found in the ‘Sussex Scrapbooks’ at the
Keep, Sussex University, contain some of Kipling’s most brilliant early
writing and inspired several of his finest early stories.
From India in the 1880, Karen Leenders takes readers to the Great
War, never far from our thoughts in this centenary year 2016. Focusing
on four fictionalised letters home from Indian soldiers fighting on the
Western Front, which were first published in the Daily Telegraph and
collected as The Eyes of Asia (1916; reprinted by Unicorn Press, 2014)
she shows in ‘Rudyard Kipling and the Indian Corps’ how deeply
engaged with Indians Kipling remained more than three decades after
he left India. Her archival research in the Kipling archive at Sussex
University in the British Library reveals that these ‘fictionalised’ letters
are in fact very closely based, sometimes verbatim, on originals from
the reports of the British Censors.
‘THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING’ ON TOUR , AUTUMN 2016

Dawn State Theatre’s splendid production of ‘The Man Who Would
Be King’, which was supported by the Kipling Society, was a hit at the
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2014 Edinburgh Festival, and was transferred to the Oxford Playhouse
and London. Supported by the Kipling Society and the Arts Council,
this play is about to go on a national tour, from 20th September to 16th
November, 2016, with performances at fourteen towns from London
to Dumfries. Members who have the opportunity to see the play, don’t
miss it!
JOHN LOCKWOOD KIPLING AT THE V & A , 2017

The Victoria and Albert Museum will hold an exhibition of the life and
work of John Lockwood Kipling the artist and father of Rudyard Kipling
from January to April, 2017 – a unique opportunity to see the amazing
versatility and richness of Lockwood Kipling’s artistic achievements
in many genres. A special tour of the Lockwood Kipling Exhibition
has been arranged for members of the Society; for details and booking
see the flier enclosed with this issue. It can also, of course, be viewed
during the V & A’s opening hours. This Exhibition is a ‘must-see’ for
members of the Kipling Society.
KIPLING IN BOLOGNA, SEPTEMBER 2016

The conference ‘Kipling in Europe’ is being held at the University
of Bologna on 5th September 2016 (probably at about the same time
as members receive this issue of the Journal). Keynote speakers are
Kipling Society members Dr Howard Booth, Professor Harry Ricketts,
and the Editor, and there are papers from other members of the Society
including our North American representative David Richards. A selection of the papers will be published in the Kipling Journal as a special
supplement in 2017.

GIFTS FROM SOCIETY MEMBERS
by JOHN WALKER

At the recent formal opening of the Kipling Room at Haileybury, guests
were able to examine a recent acquisition for the Society’s Library
which deserves special mention. It might be described as a ‘Scrap
Book’, provided that readers are old enough to remember how precious,
individual and painstaking such an item can become.
We were presented with the huge, hardbound volume of prints,
news cuttings and memorabilia by the family of Cedric (Terry) Hucker,
of Warwickshire. Before his death in April 2014, Terry had been a keen
member of the Society, and, over 75 years, had amassed a wide range
of books and material. It would seem that his interest in Kipling arose
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from time spent in India, and having joined in 1951, Terry regularly
attended meetings and contributed to the Journal. He was an example
of the bed-rock of our Society.
Our Honorary Archivist at Haileybury would be excused if he
frowned a little at original cuttings glued to the pages, but that material
is certainly safe, and legible! We are very grateful for the donation.
Very soon after, we were offered a range of items from the library
of Shamus Wade. Everyone who met him cannot have failed to like this
characterful and enthusiastic member, who joined in 1972. Among the
very worthwhile additions to our stock, generously given by his widow,
Flavia, I must mention the specially bound volumes of photographs
which Shamus titled Kipling’s Secret Monuments.
These are records of the many times that Rudyard Kipling’s name,
and related titles, have been used as road names, and … I am tempted
to escape with ‘etc., etc.’ .A good example of S.O.D. Wade’s sardonic
attention to detail would be an image of the ESSO tiger, who was apparently called Kipling!
Members will recall that we have been able to arrange placement
of family collections in such suitable places as the Special Collections
Libraries of the University of Newcastle (UK) and the University of
Wellington (NZ). However, funding for conservation and cataloguing is
now so difficult that such happy outcomes are unusual. In these circumstances, we are very pleased to be able to recognise and preserve the
items so carefully and knowledgeably gathered, by true enthusiasts.
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ANNUAL LUNCHEON 2016
The Kipling Society’s Annual Luncheon was held at 1pm on 4th May,
2016, at the Royal Over-Seas League, Park Place, St James, London. The
Guest Speaker was Patrick Cockburn. At his table were our President
Lt. Col Roger Ayers, his daughter Miss Suzy Tyrrell and Professor Jan
Montefiore. The occasion, which was a great success, was attended by
49 guests, including:
Miss Isobel Allpress, Lt. Col. R Ayers OBE, Mrs E Beck, Mr R Beck,
Mr Clive Bettington, Mrs H W Brown, Mr Patrick Cockburn, Dr N
K Cooper, Mr Andrew Dodsworth, Mr Gary Enstone (Bateman’s), Dr
Angela Eyre, Mr K N Garland, Dr Mary Hamer, Miss A Harcombe,
Mrs M M Heathcote, Dr T A Heathcote, Sir Miles Huntington Whitley,
Mr S Keskar, Mrs J Keskar, Mr F Key, Mr M Kipling, Rear Admiral
Guy Liardet, Mrs Jenny Liardet, Dr T Liardet, Mrs G Liardet, Mr
Andrew Lycett, Mr William Marshall, Mr N S Mayhew, Mr C R W
Mitchell, Mrs J Mitchel, Prof J Montefiore, Mr Frank Noah, Mr Toby
Parker (Haileybury), Mr Geoffrey Plowden, Mr M J Powell, Mr John
Radcliffe, Prof Caroline Rooney, Mr Ryland, Mr P R Sizeland, Col. G
T Spate, Mrs P J Spate, Prof. S J Spurling, Mrs I E Spurling, Miss Suzy
Tyrrell, Mr John Walker Mrs Caroline Weston.
CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME:

Ladies and Gentlemen,

A very warm welcome. It is indeed a pleasure to greet members and
their guests as we meet to celebrate the 89th Annual Luncheon of the
Kipling Society.
We are exceptionally lucky in our speaker today. Over recent year,
Patrick Cockburn has crowned a distinguished career by his reporting
from wars in the Middle East. I can’t help thinking that Kipling would
have loved the chance to talk with him.
We are also delighted to be sharing this occasion with a number
of distinguished visitors, guests of the Society, who come to us from
places and institutions with important links to Kipling, especially Mr
Gary Enstone from Bateman’s, and Mr Toby Parker from Haileybury
School. John Walker, who will be taking over from me as Chair later
this year, will shortly be identifying our guests and members of Council
and drawing your attention to where they are sitting.
I should like to record our thanks to John Lambert, our Secretary,
who has generously organised this luncheon although professional
duties prevent him from joining us today. John L as we have to call
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him – we have a John W and a John R on the Council and look forward
to finding more Johns in the future, they seem such good sorts – John
Lambert, both Honorary Secretary and Secretary for Membership, is
our mainstay.
If some members of the Council, including myself, look rather
in need of support, that is because we come hotfoot from Shimla!
Hotfoot not from the waltzing that Kipling so enjoyed there but
from the necessary speed of our return the day before yesterday.
The Symposium ‘Kipling in India: India in Kipling’ at which several
of our members gave papers and more attended as ‘Observers’,
was held in the former Vice-Regal Lodge, now the premises of the
Indian Institute of Advanced Studies, at the end of April. Hosted by
the IIAS with input from the Kipling Society, this conference represents a landmark in the Society’s work of promoting Kipling and his
writing in India. Particular thanks are due to Jan Montefiore and ,
Harish Trivedi, co-directors of the Symposium, and to John Radcliffe,
who single-handedly organised the Society’s gift to the IIAS of recent
publications by and about Rudyard Kipling.
In fact, thanks to John Walker, our outreach overseas continues to
develop apace. We have been involved in Kipling festivals and translation competitions from Ukraine and Czech Republic to Siberia. We
have even Skyped officially with Novosibirsk!
In 2015, we marked the 150th anniversary of Kipling’s birth with
two celebrations. Some of you may remember that Haileybury, with
its links to Kipling’s old school, very generously offered to house the
Kipling Society Library. The formal reopening by Sir John Chapple
took place in September, when the college hosted a most delightful
lunch. We are very happy to report that Toby Parker, Haileybury’s
Librarian, has consented to become our Honorary Archivist.
We also funded a well-attended public lecture to mark this major
anniversary. On October 22nd 2016, at the University of Sussex,
Professor Harry Ricketts, of Victoria University New Zealand, delivered
the Stamers-Smith Lecture, a diverting and illuminating talk entitled
‘What Rudyard Kipling Can Do For You’. And on September 27, the
anniversary of the day when 2nd Lt John Kipling became ‘missing
believed killed’ at the Battle of Loos, Council members honoured his
memory and that of the men of Burwash who fell in the Great War by
planting 25 memorial trees at Bateman’s.
Finally, a word about junior Kiplingites and the Slater Essay
Competition. We wanted to find a way of including younger pupils and
to invite work in the form of creative writing. Today, I can tell you
that we have received 116 new and original ‘Just-So Stories’ from Year
5 pupils of 4 primary schools in England. A full report, including the
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names of prize-winners and the winning entries, will be posted in due
course on the website.
As I complete this final report from the chair, let me say what a
privilege and pleasure it has been to work with officers and members
of the Society.
GRACE BY JOHN WALKER

First, remembering that we are shortly to mark the 100th anniversary of
the Battle of Jutland, it seems appropriate to invoke the Royal Navy’s
traditional words before action:
For what we are about to receive, may the Lord make us truly thankful.
And now the Grace, from the ‘The Children’s Song’ in Puck of Pook’s
Hill:
Teach us Delight in simple things,
And Mirth that has no bitter springs,
Forgiveness free of evil done,
And Love to all men ‘neath the sun.
THE CHAIRMAN’S INTRODUCTION: GUEST OF HONOUR

I shall try to keep this introduction brief, although it could take up a
great deal of time because the list of Patrick Cockburn’s achievements
is so extensive. I told you we were lucky to have this chance to hear
him. Son of the famous writer and journalist Claud Cockburn, Patrick
came to public attention in his own right through his foreign reports for
the Financial Times and the Independent. He has been both Washington
and Moscow Correspondent – though not at the same time for both
papers.
Patrick has covered battle zones across the Middle East. Too many
to list, these include both Gulf Wars, the occupation of Iraq and the
present war in Syria. (He actually foretold the rise of Isis.) His rigour in
reporting these foreign wars has brought him a string of prizes: Foreign
Reporter of the Year; Foreign Affairs Journalist of the Year; Foreign
Commentator of the Year; the Orwell Prize – I could go on. But it’s the
Martha Gellhorn Prize, awarded in 2005, that really nails the kind of
work Patrick turns out. As you perhaps know, that prize is awarded for
telling an unpalatable truth, validated by powerful facts, that exposes
establishment conduct and its propaganda (or in Martha Gellhorn’s own
words,‘official drivel’).
Between whiles, Patrick has drawn on his experiences to publish
four books on Iraq, most recently the acclaimed best-selling The Rise of
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Islamic State (2014), which has been translated into fifteen languages.
His new book Chaos and Caliphate: Jihadis and the West in the Struggle
for the Middle East (2016) appears this month.
In two of his books, however, Patrick has turned aside from war
to memoir. The Broken Boy (2006) covers his own Irish childhood
including his recovery from the polio contracted at the age of six.
Henry’s Demons (2011) written jointly with his son Henry, tells the
story of his older son’s schizophrenia, several chapters being Henry’s
own work.
Patrick, who was born in Ireland, describes himself as an Irish
writer. In a typical counter-move this Easter, he reminded readers of
the Independent that Roger Casement worked tirelessly on behalf of
colonised Africans. He spoke then of Casement’s ‘physical courage and
moral outrage’. Those terms apply equally, I think, to Patrick himself: I
give you Patrick Cockburn, the Irish writer.

KIPLING, WAR AND JOURNALISM
By PATRICK COCKBURN

I have been pondering which authors who have written of war give me
a thrill of recognition, a sense that I know exactly what they are talking
about. I can think of three: from England, William Shakespeare and
Rudyard Kipling; from Russia, Leo Tolstoy.
These parallels are worth making to show that Kipling’s writings on
soldiers and wars can stand comparison with the very greatest writers
ever. Unlike Tolstoy, neither Kipling nor Shakespeare themselves
served in the army, but both shared a genius for understanding instinctively what made things tick in war or in peace. Much of what they
wrote is as true today as it was at the time of writing.
For example, I have spent a lot of time in the last three years writing
about the extreme corruption in the Iraqi army before and after it
collapsed, when Mosul fell to Islamic State in June 2014. I described
how officers bought their promotion and then made money by pocketing
the pay of ‘ghost’ soldiers who did not exist – or if they did, paid out part
of their salaries in return for never going near a barracks. It frequently
crossed my mind how like these Iraqi officers were to Falstaff raising
troops in Henry IV, and making money by blackmailing those desperate
to keep out of the army. Of course, Falstaff ends up recruiting a rabble
of jailbirds and people too poor to escape military service, as he boasts:
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I have got, in exchange of a hundred and fifty soldiers, three hundred
and odd pounds … and such have I, to fill up the rooms of them that
have bought out their services, that you would think I had a hundred
and fifty prodigals, lately come from swine-keeping, from eating
draff and husks. No eye hath seen such scarecrows … nay, and the
villains march wide betwixt the legs, as if they had gyves on; for
indeed, I had the most of them out of prison.
Kipling often gives me the same thrill of recognition as Shakespeare
does – not just in the way he writes about combat, but his sense of
what it is like away from the excitement and melodrama of conflict.
Take for example one of his epitaphs for the dead of the 1914–18 war,
‘Salonika Grave’. Although ‘Epitaphs of the War’ are well known, this
one is seldom quoted, perhaps because it is not the most striking of
these short brilliant poems, or more likely because it is about the littleknown Salonika Front in Greece, where thousands of British soldiers
waited for several years to go into action.
I have watched a thousand days
Push out and crawl into night
   Slowly as tortoises.
   Now I, too, follow these.
It is fever, and not the fight–
Time, not battle – that slays.
It is those last two lines which are so exactly right. It is usually sustainable to be brave for a day, or for a longer period when one is in good
health. But what is far more difficult is to endure is being shelled or
bombed (even if the assault is not very heavy) for weeks or months on
end, or when one is waiting for action to start, or when one has a chronic
illness such as malaria or permanent dysentery. The latter is a perpetual
war hazard. In 2001, I spent three months in a village north of Kabul
with medieval sanitation, alongside the anti-Taliban forces. All the journalists fell ill with dysentery – including, ultimately, myself. But for us,
medication was easy enough because the villagers had exactly the same
ailments as ourselves, so the local pharmacies that were housed in old
containers had the medicines we needed.
Afghanistan at that time was a good place for thinking about
Kipling, because whatever modernisation there had been in the previous
hundred years since Kipling wrote about it (I am thinking of the area
from Herat to Lahore and south to Karachi) has been destroyed, at least
in Afghanistan and what used to be called the North West Frontier.
This has become once again the land of warlords and tribal gunmen, as
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Kipling described it. I was often reminded of the famous lines from his
poem ‘Arithmetic on the Frontier’:
A scrimmage in a Border Station–
     A canter down some dark defile
Two thousand pounds of education
     Drops to a ten-rupee jezail.
The Crammer’s boast, the Squadron’s pride,
Shot like a rabbit in a ride!
Afghanistan, as well as being wonderfully beautiful, was full of dark
defiles and scrimmages. I once went to a gunsmith who had a workshop
near where I was living, and asked him about the long-barrelled jezail
rifle, of which he had a high opinion. He spoke at length about its workings and history, much to the annoyance of his other customers, who
were trying to get their heavy machine guns fixed. There was general
disbelief that a jezail could ever have been bought for ten rupees.
But it is another few lines in the poem which I want to draw to
your attention, which speak of ‘any Kurrum Valley scamp’ who ‘being
blessed with perfect sight/ Picks off our messmates left and right.’ Here
and elsewhere, Kipling is speaking about insecure, militarised societies
full of young men in possession of guns and nothing much else. There
was a time, forty years ago, when those verses might seem archaic
stuff, evoking a way of life that was fading away. But one of the many
reasons why Kipling is relevant today is that countries where there are
wars, or where the state is failing or has failed, are swiftly growing in
number, year by year. Kipling had an acute idea of how they worked.
If you look from North East Pakistan to North East Nigeria, there
are at least eight wars – in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Libya,
Somalia, South Sudan, NE Nigeria and neighbouring states – not
counting the smaller conflicts in Sinai, and between the Turks and
Kurds in South East Turkey. I don’t know how much modern politicians
read Kipling – I suspect not very much. But he would be a much better
guide than most of the background papers on Middle East conflicts
that they do read. There was something absurd last year about hearing
David Cameron and the Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond talking
about 70,000 ‘secular moderates’ in Syria willing to fight both Islamic
State and the Assad government. In reality, those ‘moderates’ are much
like the ‘Kurrum Valley scamps’ with their jezails – young men who
have nothing else to do but fight for their tribe, clan or village, or who
are simply guns-for-hire for anybody who will pay them. I think that the
world today is – perhaps unfortunately – becoming more, not less, like
the world that Kipling knew.
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I sometimes wonder how Kipling was able to grasp and so brilliantly convey the essence of situations, people, conflicts past and
present. Why, for instance, is he never boring? How can he transport
us into the world of Roman centurions defending Hadrian’s Wall or of
squabbling Norman Lords after the battle of Hastings, or dark doings
in the back streets of Lahore ? Certainly, Kipling has what I would like
to think are the journalistic virtues of swiftly moving narrative, astute
characterisation and a talent for the revealing detail, all combining to
give the reader a sense of immediacy in the events described. I am not
saying that these are solely the attributes of successful journalism, but
it does help if an author has had to quickly produce readable copy. But
it took Kipling’s genius to turn those virtues into great art. Pumping out
journalistic prose at speed is more usually the death of good writing, as
a glance at any paper or magazine will tell you.
But I want to make another point about what I think is one of
Kipling’s great virtues that we have largely lost, and would do well
to recall. The Kipling poem I have probably returned to most often in
recent years is ‘Mesopotamia 1917’, about the disastrous campaign in
what is now Iraq, in which 40,000 British and Indian soldiers died.
Kipling’s poem is famous for making some of the most savage and
well-merited denunciations ever written of the failure and evasion of
responsibility by high officials: both the generals who let their soldiers
die on the death march to Kut, and the politicians who by initiating the
Mesopotamia campaign bore the ultimate responsibility for disaster.
Shall we only threaten and be angry for an hour?
When the storm is ended shall we find
How softly but how swiftly they have sidled back to power
By the favour and contrivance of their kind?  
Even while they soothe us, while they promise large amends,
Even while they make a show of fear,
Do they call upon their debtors, and take counsel with their
  friends,
To confirm and re-establish each career?
What I like about this is Kipling’s insistence that individuals were
responsible for failure, and that those failures were culpable. We have
just had two small wars in Iraq and Syria which certainly failed to
achieve their ends, and what is striking is that nobody was apparently
responsible for them. Thirteen years after the start of the Iraq war, we
are still waiting [May 2016: Ed.] for the Chilcott report about who bore
responsibility for going to war in Iraq in 2003. Somehow, I feel that
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Kipling was prophetic in saying that those responsible for the failures
and mistakes there are not going to pay much of a price.
People are often excited by the venom with which Kipling expressed
his views. They miss the more important point that he held governments
and individuals responsible for what they did. This seems to me to be
the aspect of Kipling’s war poetry that is most worth remembering.

VOTE OF THANKS BY THE SOCIETY’S
PRESIDENT
LT.-COL ROGER AYERS, O.B.E.

The President rose and thanked Mr Patrick Cockburn for his talk. This
had been most interesting, not just because the speaker was a journalist
as Kipling had once been, but because of the very special insight that
he had gained by having experienced wars that were so similar to those
that were fought in Kipling’s early days. This personal experience made
Mr Cockburn’s assessment of Kipling as someone who really knew
what he was writing about especially valuable.
The President added that he had a personal interest in this assessment. As a ‘Cold War warrior’ whose Army service was frequently
based in Germany he had little direct experience of ‘small wars’, but he
knew only too well about sitting and waiting. He asked the members to
join him in thanking Mr Cockburn for his fascinating talk.
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THE SHIMLA KIPLING CONFERENCE:
A REPORT
By JAN MONTEFIORE

In the post-Imperial splendour of the Indian Institute for Advanced
Studies at Shimla, formerly the Vice-Regal Lodge, twenty invited
speakers, ten Indian and ten ‘English’ from the UK, Canada, USA and
New Zealand, met from 26 to 28 April 2016 at the symposium ‘Kipling
in India: India in Kipling’. The conference, co-directed by Professors
Harish Trivedi (Delhi University) and Jan Montefiore (Kent University)
and generously hosted by the IIAS, heard a splendid range of presentations, details of which are in the programme which follows this report.
The ensuing discussions were lively, friendly, stimulating and informative, reminding us that even in this age of internet and Skype there is
no substitute for the live face-to-face exchange of knowledge and ideas.
Our discussions were much enhanced by the setting amid the grandeur
of the IIAS building, with its glorious gardens and exquisite hilltop
views.

Group photograph of the speakers on the lawn in front of IIAS

Among the highlights were the panels on The Jungle Books and on
‘Kipling and Place’. The final panel on the life and work of Rudyard’s
father Lockwood Kipling showed the astonishing range and versatility
of Lockwood’s artistic achievements. This panel was a visual feast,
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giving the Symposium a foretaste of the forthcoming exhibition on the
work of Lockwood Kipling which will open at the Victoria and Albert
Museum in January 2017, mentioned in ‘News and Notes’ as a ‘mustsee’ for the Society’s members. This conference was a landmark event
in Kipling studies both in India and beyond, and as co-director I am
deeply grateful to Professor Chetan Singh, Director of the IIAS and to
his staff, for so generously and efficiently hosting this wonderful event.
Members of the Kipling Society’s Council spoke to the Symposium.
Dr Mary Hamer spoke on our Society’s aims and activities, and Mike
Kipling gave a demonstration of the Society’s website, including the
New Reader’s Guide and the ‘Searching the Kipling Journal’, those
invaluable research tools. Jan Montefiore spoke on the Kipling Journal,
and presented to the Library of the IIAS the Kipling Society’s gift of
recent publications on the work of Kipling, including David Richards’
definitive Rudyard Kipling: A Bibliography (2010) and Thomas C.
Pinney’s editions of Kipling’s Letters, Vols 1 and 2 (1999) and the
Complete Poetry and Verse of Rudyard Kipling in 3 volumes (2013,
kindly donated by the publisher, Cambridge University Press), together
with ten numbers of the Kipling Journal (January 2014 to March 2016).
Several Kipling Society members attended as observers, including
Mr Pettigrew, Mr Bantock, and our treasurer Mike Kipling. We were
delighted that seven new members joined the Society during the
conference.
The day after the Symposium, most speakers and some observers
took part in a ‘Kipling pilgrimage’ through Shimla, conducted by the
historian Raaji Bhasin, author of Simla: The Summer Capital of British
India (1994). Our route was punctuated by readings from Kipling’s
poems and stories at appropriate locations, starting at at Shimla’s
Arboretum where Jan Montefiore read the final Chorus from the satirical ‘Masque of Plenty’. We went on to Annandale Sports Club at the
bottom of the valley below the city with its delightful gardens, the scene
of Kitty Beighton’s unconventional feat of archery in ‘Cupid’s Arrows’,
[Plain Tales from the Hills]. The buildings of Annandale Club now
house Shimla’s Military Museum, and it has an adjacent Hindu temple.
Because so much building and demolition has gone on in Shimla
and its environs, only a small amount remains of the Simla that Kipling
knew. However, in the Mall, now a long winding bazaar, we heard
extracts from ‘The Phantom Rickshaw’ in front of the former site of
Hamilton’s jewellery shop where Jack Pansay bought the engagement ring for his new fiancée (a different Kitty), and the blocked-up
former entrance to Peliti’s once-elegant ice cream parlour where he
courted her. At the site of the Combermere Bridge, now built over,
we listened to Pansay’s encounter with the wraith of his dead mistress
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Annandale, Shimla

Mrs Wessington in the rickshaw drawn by her jhampanis in their
‘magpie’ liveries. In the well preserved Gaiety Theatre, a lasting relic
of old Simla, where amateur dramatics were staged for the Viceroy,
his high officials, Rajahs in their special boxes, and ordinary officials
in the stalls, and Kipling once produced plays, Harish Trivedi held the
stage, declaiming Kipling’s ‘Ballad of Jakkoo’ to us. Finally, we visited
Jakkoo itself and the saw the great statue of Hanuman, patron of the
graceful , mischievous Bandar-log with their ‘little picking thievish
hands’ (Mowgli, ‘Kaa’s Hunting’) and the Temple itself where ceremonies are held all day.
The quality of the Symposium has been beautifully caught by Harry
Ricketts in his poem ‘At Shimla’, printed below.
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   AT SHIMLA
   (for Jan and Harish)
Here we sit at an oval table
inset with green push-button mics,
holding forth on Kipling
in what was once the Small Drawing-room
of the Vice-Regal Lodge, that testament
to colonial camp,
but which now houses the Indian
Institute of Advanced Study. We talk
of soul murder, Southsea,
cultural ambivalence in Kim,
hostipality in ‘The Man Who Was’,
cross-currents in ‘Naboth’.
Above the doors, full-cream cornices
surmount scroll brackets. Higher still, Gandhi
Nehru, Tagore, Naidu ‘Wordsworth in a sari’ (Gosse) – smile down
from gold, linen-fold walls at Kipling’s gaffes,
how story’s now turned fact
and Mowgli really does have a cave
in Seoni. Spurts of laughter. Questions.
Someone runs out of time.
Through the square of window a glimpse
of country house garden, kempt lawn, rumour
of Himalyan snow
– no, I invented the snow, but not
the delphiniums on the mantelpiece,
so delicate and blue.
How much did Kipling know about drugs?
Did Lockwood have an Indian mistress?
The light begins to fail.

Harry Ricketts
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Indian Institute of Advanced Study
Rashtrapati Nivas, Shimla 171 005
International Conference

KIPLING IN INDIA: INDIA IN KIPLING

(26–28 April 2016)
in association with the Kipling Society, United Kingdom
Programme
26 April, 2016, Tuesday
9.10–9.40: REGISTRATION
9.40–10.10: INAUGURAL SESSION
Welcome address by K.Satchidanandan, .National Fellow, IIAS on
behalf of the Director, Indtan Institute of Advanmced Stdies, Shimla
Introductory Remarks: Harish Trivedi, Convenor
10.20–11.00AM: Tea Break and Group Photo
11.00 AM–12.45 PM Session I: Politics of Empire
Chairperson: K.K.Tuteja
Speakers:
ANGELA EYRE
	 Mind the gap: the translation and use of Hindi,
Urdu and Hindustani words in Kipling’s Kim
HARISH TRIVEDI
	  Kipling and Indian Nationalism
12:30–13:30
Kipling Society
•
•
•

Speech by Mary Hamer (Chairman, Kipling Society )
Demonstration by Mike Kipling of the Kipling Society website and
its resources
Speech by Jan Montefiore about (i) the Kipling Journal, (ii) the new
initiative by Phillip Mallett and Cambridge University Press of a
full scholarly edition of Kipling’s prose fiction (iii) the donation by
the Kipling Society of books on Kipling to the Library of IIAS.
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13:30–14:30 LUNCH BREAK
14:30–15:50 Session II : Kipling as Poet
Chairperson: HARISH TRIVEDI
Speakers:
HARRY RICKETTS
	 Hard Knocks and Visions: Kipling’s Indian Poetry
JAN MONTEFIORE
	 Kipling’s ‘Indian Love Lyrics’
15:50–16:20 TEA BREAK
16:20–17:40 Session III : Imperial Hospitality
Chairperson: SUDHIR KAKAR
Speakers:
STEPHEN HANCOCK
	 Imperial Hospitality: Letting in the Jungle
KAORI NAGAI
	 ‘I have the Jâtaka; and I have thee’: Fables and
Kipling’s Political Zoology
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27 April, 2010 Wednesday
10:00–11:20 Session IV: The Jungle Books
Chairperson: KAORI NAGAI
Speakers:
SARVCHETAN KATOCH
	 
Re-Viewing The Jungle Book
AMRITA NARAYANAN
	 Soul Murder, Wolf Mother: Re-reading Kipling’s
Jungle Book alongside Psychoanalysis
Tea Break: 11:20–11:50
11:50–13:10 Session V: The Child in Kipling
Chairperson: ANINDYO ROY
Speaker:
USHA MUDIGANTI
	 
Through the Lens of Childhood
13:10–14.10: LUNCH BREAK
14:10–15:30 Session VI: Going Native
Chairperson: HARRY RICKETTS
Speakers:
SATISH C. AIKANT
	 Going Native, Cautiously: Colonial Ambivalence
in Rudyard Kipling’s Kim
ANINDYO ROY
	 Recuperative Narratives in the Anglo-Indian
Romance: Situating Kipling’s Naulakha
16:00–18:00 Session VII: Kipling’s Cities
Chairperson: SANDRA KEMP
Speakers:
JILL DIDUR
	  Anglo-Indians in Kipling: Kipling in Simla [sic]
EVELYNE HANQUART-TURNER
	 «The City of Dreadful Night»: From Thomson’s
Chronotope to Kipling’s Lahore
NEELUM SARAN GOUR
	  Kipling and Allahabad
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28 April, 2016, Thursday
11:15–13:1 Session VIII: Kipling’s Indian Spaces
SATISH AIKANT
MADHU GROVER
 On the edge: the conundrum of Kipling’s
ambivalent fictions
RANGANA BANERJI
	  Kipling and Kaa[li]: Via Kolkata
VINITA DHONDIYAL BHATNAGAR
	  Reading Kipling in ‘Kipling’s Own Country’

Chairperson:
Speakers:

13:15–14.15: LUNCH BREAK
14:15–16:15 Session IX : John Lockwood Kipling & Rudyard
Kipling
Chairperson: JAN MONTEFIORE
Speakers:
JULIUS BRYANT
	 John Lockwood Kipling: An introduction to the
V&A Exhibition (2017)
NADHRA SHAHBAZ KHAN
	 Kipling’s Lahore: Drawing and Reading
Architecture
SANDRA KEMP
	 ‘Expert Fellow-Craftsman’: how Lockwood
Kipling shaped Rudyard’s understanding of
India
16:15–16:45 : TEA BREAK
16:45–17:45 Concluding Session
Chairperson:
Speakers:

HARISH TRIVEDI
MARY HAMER, Reading from Kipling & Trix
JAN MONTEFIORE, Convenor, Valedictory Remarks

29 April, 2016, Friday
10 AM–6 PM
Tour of Shimla, conducted by Raaji Bhasin, author of
Simla: India’s Summer Capital (1994)
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PLAIN TALES: THE LADY OF THE
DEDICATION
By DAVID ALAN RICHARDS
[David Richards is a Vice-President of the Kipling Society, a lawyer practicing in
New York City, the author of the British Library-published Rudyard Kipling:
A Bibliography (2010), and the donor to Yale’s Beinecke Rare Book and
Manuscript Library of the world’s largest Kipling collection. Ed.]

In March 1888, Rudyard Kipling published his first hardback book,
Plain Tales from the Hills. The dedication page read, in its entirety, “To
the wittiest woman in India I dedicate this book.” Nine copies were
published in plain covers (without his father’s illustration of the Indian
hills), and distributed by the author prior to publication. One of those
is the true dedication copy, inscribed on the foretitle in the author’s
hand, “To | the Lady of the Dedication, in sign of service, | the writer
sends this little book praying | that she will forgive a | hundred faults.
| Jan:/ 88.” Another inscribed copy of course went to his parents (and
both volumes are now in the Berg Collection at the New York Public
Library).
The previous October, the twenty-three-year-old Kipling had
written to the forty-year-old wife of Major F. C. Burton of the Bengal
Lancers, Isabella Burton – believed to be the model for the character
Mrs. Hauksbee in Kipling’s Simla stories – asking if she would accept
the dedication “sans initials or anything.” This letter was apparently
ignored, for on 20 January 1888 he wrote again, chiding her for neglect
and advising that he had dispatched a copy to her the previous day, that
described above.
The Irish Mrs. Burton was a violet-eyed social phenomenon, often
dressing in yellow and black (her husband’s regimental colors), and
her demeanour must have resembled that of the witty, clever, and very
cynical heroine of Kipling’s stories, beginning with Plain Tales’s “Three
– And An Extra.” Kipling had acted with the two Burtons in “A Scrap of
Paper” at Simla in September 1887, the earliest documented evidence
of his acquaintance with her. But their friendship must have preceded
this amateur theatrical event, because the first of the Hauksbee stories
appeared in the Civil and Military Gazette in November 1886.
The full text of his October 1887 letter, containing the original
proposal for dedication, has long been unlocated: in reproducing a text
for Kipling’s Selected Letters, Professor Thomas Pinney could only
work from brief excerpts reproduced in a 1951 exhibition catalogue
published in Rottingdean and in Harbord’s Reader’s Guide. Happily,
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a facsimile of the entire letter has surfaced, in a lot of Kipling material
auctioned recently on Ebay, and the text is now printed below in its
entirety for the first time. Some of the gossip recorded therein is now
obscure, but the letter’s tone and content reveal much about the young
man’s distant flirtation with this wife of a serving British officer and
mother of six children, who must have been wholly a Simla acquaintance, as her husband, of the 1st Bengal Cavalry at Peshawar, was never
stationed in Lahore in Kipling’s day.
Formally, then, Mrs. Burton seems to have declined the invitation
for the dedication. (Her personally inscribed copy of Plain Tales was
sold at Sotheby’s in 1922 and there acquired by Kipling bibliographer
Capt. E. W. Martindell for his own collection.) This left Kipling the
option of altering the story by inscribing a third edition of Plain Tales
to his mother as “The Most Excellent Lady of the Dedication | from her
unworthy son: | June, 1890” (presently in Wimpole Hall). From a manuscript note now in the Kipling Papers at the University of Sussex, dated
5 April 1923, it seems that he even engaged in historical reconstruction
five decades after the fact: “P.T.s was dedicated to my mother in ’88 tho’
Mrs. Burton claimed it.” That narrative is belied by his letter of October
1887, which invites her to “promptly deny the dedication and turn your
nose up at it.”
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The inscribed title page of Plain Tales from the Hills, reproduced from the Kipling
Journal no 52, December 1939.
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TEXT OF RUDYARD KIPLING’S LETTER TO
ISABEL BURTON, 26 OCTOBER 1887
Lahore
Wednesday: Oct. 26/87
Not mad exactly, but very wrathful. I refrained even from good words
under the idea that as you came north you would send up a line letting
me know when you were passing through Lahore. Now you are gone
through like a “thief in the night” and I am anything but delighted.
However, if you have been in the agonies of packing, I guess you had
other things to do than scribble notes.
Do I know Peshawar? Do I not! For one of my grosser sins I was two
years ago compelled to spend ten days in Peshawar dak bungalow – to
realize the full horror of this go and look at the place – with a dentist, a
photographer who had been to Nepal, an American from San Francisco,
a British officer recruiting for a native regiment, and a nondescript who
got piously drunk at sundown, and in that condition wept bitterly. It
was a mad sojourn. In the middle of it came a hailstorm and the stones
were three inches long and knocked my hat to pieces before I could
get shelter. Then the khansamah’s horse came into my bedroom and
wanted to sleep with one, and tripped over a charpoy. Yes! All things
considered, I do know Peshawar and I cannot say that I love it. It’s too
lively for me, a good deal too lively. Whereabouts in the wilderness of
desolation is your house – barrack or barn – fixed? Some lived over
sewers and some agin over jhils, an’ there’s some as lived in a pillar of
dust by day and a clammy fog o’ nights. Which fate has been yours?
They always were an intellectual lot in Peshawar when I was there. The
belle of those parts prided herself on being able to turn head over heels
with all the grace of a street tom-boyhood. But truth makes me say, I
never saw her perform.
Thanks for your description of the journey and more especially the
dainty touch in regard to the graves of the dead. I have set that aside
for further and fuller use. You may see it later on. By the way, that
reminds me. My departure for Allahabad has been indefinitely postponed whereat I am pleased. It keeps one for a short time at any rate
within earshot of your voice, as Indian distances go. Also, but this
of course you know, my fair sister is engaged to a man of sorts and I
should like to hang on till the thing is settled. Personally, two grimy
little years have not filled me with any very lively belief in or respect
fo the Divine origin of matrimony; but it is very pleasant to watch the
girl[’]s insolent happiness and firm rooted belief that never “since the
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morning stars sang together and the sons of God shouted for joy” had
there been a love or lover like unto her own. Now this belief is a most
merciful arrangement of providence and in due season will come upon
me, so I take off my hat to it and am dumb. I am, though you will hardly
believe it, from the length of this letter, up to my ears in work of all
kinds; and when I am idle, the proofs of my new book come in, like the
night wrack of the poems, “ragged and brown”, so that I have barely
an hour to call my own or to spend in the Lawrence Hall where Mrs.
Y____s mourns and mopes for some person or persons unknown. Said a
young and tender friend to me the other day: – “Say! You were at Simla.
Who was Mrs. Y_____ ‘masked’ on? She’s all different now she’s come
down.” “How do you know she was masked at all?” said I. “Oh I don’t
know. But anyhow she’s all different and I am sure there’s some one up
there etc.” “Amen” said I piously and turned the conversation to drinks,
but the man’s observation struck me as distinctly feminine.
And what further remains to tell? I have forgotten a most, for me,
important matter, in regard to the Plain Tales, which should be out in
something less than a month if I live so long. ’Twere unfair to spring
a dedication on you without warning. It might, as one thinks one
notable draft was, be too diff- or eff-usive and in any or either case,
the “perfect taste” might resent it. If as I put on the title page, sans
initials or anything just this much: – “To the wittiest woman in India
I dedicate this book” will you, as they say in the offices “initial and
pass as correct”? That sentence seems to me to about meet the needs
of the case, and you stand, so my imperfect and most perplexed experience leads me to believe, imperially indifferent to compliments of any
kind. Hence my frankness. Seriously, Madam, let me know if it will do,
because I am persecuted of my publishers to hurry up the work. They
spell it Work and I think the little letter is more appropriate. I have put
a fair amount of trouble and time and prying about in queer places into
the three hundred pages that will carry my name and I hope – egoism
had nearly led me to write “believe” – that it will be something more
than a succes d’estime. However if you have the faintest doubt about
mixing yourself up even indirectly, with a “new man’s” bid for public
favour, you can always with that convincing candour which is one of
your most startling attributes, promptly deny the dedication and turn up
your nose at it – c’est à dire if you are ever so left to yourself as to turn
up your nose. The measure of my success in the dirty paths which are
watered by the ink-pot, is never likely to be a matter of serious concern
to you however. With moderate good luck and recommendation of a
man in London, I got a rather nasty story into Longman’s Magazine
about Christmas time and after that there are five or six things of sorts I
should like to launch on the Home market.
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The post that goes with this will carry the proof that I have followed
the direction of your P.S. But “for all these things is a man no better?”
Do I receive no return – carte or cabinet? I leave it with you. Scripture
quotations remind me that your Bible has become a mine of good fortune
and a singular eloquent oracle to me. By virtue of it I have turned out a
lot of quaint work and it is good for the chastening of riotous and overluxurious English. But oh to think that the collection of Durbar lists,
taxes, Deputy Commissioner’s reports and Municipal Sanitary arrangements should be given to an innocent and long-suffering world as the
work of the Most High! Great Heavens! If he exists anywhere what
must he think of it? Cover his face with his wings and blush I suppose.
But I forget, you and the licensed Prig Marcus Unrealized have an
“absorption theory” about the soul which is too impersonal for one. I
don’t think much of my soul but such as it is I prefer to keep it separate.
You ask me for ideas. I haven’t had any since I left Simla and this
place doesn’t breed anything but mosquitoes. I made a shot at your story
of “Geological attachments” but in my clumsy hands it didn’t come to
anything and so I upset the ink-pot gravely over the pages and went
to bed. My time is divided between the delirious delights of selling a
newspaper and the giddy vortex of Montgomery Hall of evenings when
the beasts sit about and pretend to read papers. There is a mad woman
here who has a bass voice and suffers from acute mania of some kind.
She is very interesting. If you talk to her and she gets excited, she lows
at you like a milch-cow. This until you are used to it, is surprising. Save
one from weariness of the spirit by sending one in return when you have
time and inclination one of your brightly written letters. I fancy that in
your hands even Peshawar would be amusing. I have filled my paper
with nonsense and beg you to forgive me.
Yours very sincerely
Rudyard Kipling
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MEMBERSHIP NOTES
September 2016
NEW MEMBERS

Mr Brian Hazeldine (North Yorkshire)
Mr Ray Crosby (Florida)
iss D Wieloch (West Sussex)
Mr Dennis Carney (Ohio)
Mr Simon Gillham (Wisconsin)
Mr William Pickering (Newcastle-upon-Tyne)
Mr Duncan Neill (London)
Mrs Valerie Saunders (Herefordshire)
Dr Madhu Grover (India)
Dr Sarvchetan Katoch (India)
Dr Jill Didur (Canada)
Dr Vinita Bhatnagar (India)
Dr Rangana Banerji (India)
Prof. Satish Aikant (India)
Dr Amardeep Singh (Pennsylvania)

NEW MEMBERSHIP FEES 1ST JANUARY 2016

Fees have been raised by the Treasurer with approval of Council. Please
ensure you are aware of the new rates which can be found at the back
of this issue. If you have not adjusted your fee to the new amount and
it has been paid already please forward the balance as soon as possible.
Please ensure your SOM has been changed via your bank.
PAYMENT OF SUBSCRIPTION FEES

Members are requested to check that they are paying the correct amount
for their subscription fee be it by cheque or Standing Order Mandate,
etc. by referring to the information on the back cover of The Kipling
Journal. Members are also reminded of the due date of their subscription on their address label when they receive The Journal. The date
given as such 01/08/14 refers to 1st August 2014.
If you are in any doubt please contact me by the methods also
given on the back cover. Please also advise me of any changes of
address, including e-mail if applicable as I do like to keep in contact
with members. Please ensure Kipling Society emails do not go to your
SPAM box.
John Lambert, Hon. Secretary
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‘HE HATH SOLD HIS HEART TO THE
OLD BLACK ART’: KIPLING AND HIS
EARLY JOURNALISM
By SARAH LONSDALE
[Dr Sarah Lonsdale teaches journalism at City University, London. Her book
The British Journalist in British Fiction and Film: Guarding the Guardians from
1900 to the Present appeared in July 2016 from Bloomsbury Press. Ed.]

Who once hath stood through the loaded hour
Ere, roaring like a gale,
The Harrild and the Hoe devour
Their league-long paper bale,
And has lit his pipe in the morning calm
That follows the midnight stressHe hath sold his heart to the old Black Art
We call the daily Press. 1
When Kipling, a young writer recently graduated from his ‘Seven Years’
Hard’ apprenticeship on Indian newspapers, started out on his career
in London as a late Victorian man of letters, he wrote his verses and
stories ‘with a daily paper under my right elbow’ as a kind of talisman.2
That acknowledgement of a debt of gratitude to his newspaper training,
made in Kipling’s memoir Something of Myself (1937) was an unusual
one for a writer to make at that time. By the mid 1930s, literature and
journalism, once two branches of the same tree of letters, were now
diverging rapidly, journalism being regarded by most inter-war writers
and intellectuals as a degraded discourse.3 Kipling had little regard for
the outlook and values of ‘highbrow’ Bloomsbury, seeing intellectuals,
as David Sergeant puts it, as ‘a cosseted bunch of androgynous introspectives’; and moreover by 1936, public unease about the ownership,
ethics and unaccountable power of the mainstream newspaper press
was widespread.4 This separation of literary and journalistic endeavours
was a comparatively recent phenomenon. Eighteenth and nineteenth
century writers, from Coleridge and Swift to Dickens, George Eliot, and
(closer to Kipling’s time) J. M. Barrie, Jerome K. Jerome and Arnold
Bennett, had all begun their literary careers on newspapers, journalism
being then seen as ‘the first rung of literature’.5 Victorian newspapers
were much more literary than they are today, regularly publishing short
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stories, serial fiction and poems on topical matters. A famous poet’s new
poem, illness, mysterious disappearance or row with a fellow artist, was
a news event published with great fanfare on the first news page of
a newspaper in the way that stories about pop stars, younger Royals
and Premier League footballers are headline news today.6 In the early
1880s, writers of verse and fiction still saw newspapers as a worthy
apprenticeship. The birth of the popular daily newspaper press, from
the launch of the Daily Mail in 1896 began a steady process of separation as more literary writers viewed the demotic prose of the popular
press with distaste and anxiety. Even as early as 1904, an unnamed
writer in the upmarket Atlantic Monthly was disparaging Kipling’s
newspaper apprenticeship: ‘[Kipling is] the most conspicuous modern
instance of the reporting journalist turned story writer … Mr Kipling
will eventually rank with a class of writers separated by a whole limbo
from the greatest creative spirits.’7
But Kipling owed much to his years on the Lahore Civil and
Military Gazette (CMG) and the Allahabad Pioneer. His early apprenticeship, particularly, on the Civil and Military Gazette helped him
develop his distinctively concise prose style, the cramped newspaper
spaces forcing every word he wrote to ‘tell, carry, weigh, taste and, if
need were, smell’.8 It is this ruthless weighing of words which enabled
Kipling to get more layers of meaning, more subtlety and complexity
into one of his short stories than most other novelists can ina whole
book..9 Andrew Hagiioannu suggests that Kipling’s concision developed in response to his seeing himself as a vital cog in the Anglo-Indian
government machinery, his precise style mirroring that of a civil servant
taking minutes.10 Yet as we will see, apparently simple ‘colour’ pieces
of journalism he wrote, as early as spring 1884, are more than mere
description, but become profound meditations on the status of the
Englishman in India and the complex, unwritten rules by which he
must live to maintain that status. The newspapers also, crucially for a
writer, provided him with a ready platform for his work. While stories,
always ‘flying through [his] head like a railway train’11 were constantly
forming in his mind, Kipling, never an ‘art for art’s sake’ writer, needed
an audience. Kipling’s second editor, E. K. Robinson sums up how both
Kipling’s access to a public platform, and that platform’s distance from
the asphyxiating world of London journalism worked its magic in the
young writer:
Out of sight of the English press, Kipling had worked, like a grub of
genius in a remote corner of the Indian Empire, spinning a golden
web out of which only stray strands floated ownerless now and then
into the side columns of the English papers.12
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Robinson’s word ‘grub’ suggests there will be a metamorphosis into
something altogether more exotic. The ‘grub’s’ early journalism however
contains literary brilliance and craftsmanship that stands comparison
with his fiction-writing. Kipling’s position as a youthful member of a
small, tightly knit and insecure community of Anglo-Indians, rather than
on the impersonal columns of burgeoning late-Victorian Fleet Street,
also enabled him to craft a unique newspaper persona. The fashion for
the Victorian newspaper correspondent was to portray himself as an allseeing, ubiquitous ‘intellectual observer-hero’, risking all to bring news
from all corners of the Empire to his readers.13 Kipling’s newspaper
persona, although sober and detached when needed, was also at times
unreliable, openly inadequate and at times guilty of ‘massive ignorance’ on some subjects, as ‘Esau Mull’ admits in ‘A Week in Lahore’
9 December 1884.14 More than this: within his very early newspaper
work, it is possible to discern in embryo many themes and narrative
technique that would flower in his early Plain Tales.
A previous study of the relationship between Kipling’s early journalism and his fiction, Kipling in India by Louis Cornell (1966), was
accomplished more than 10 years before the discovery of the ‘Sussex
Scrapbooks’ containing hundreds of items of journalism not previously
attributed to Kipling. Some 56 of these items, a fraction of the total
number, are now collected in Thomas Pinney’s important anthology
Kipling’s India (1986). Cornell only had access to a handful of pieces
Kipling wrote for the Civil and Military Gazette, few of them particularly good examples of his journalism.15 While more recent studies
reference Kipling’s early journalism and stress its important role
in shaping the young writer’s evolution, no critic has as yet closely
analysed the very early journalism in order to identify specific textual
links between Kipling’s early CMG work and his early short stories,
particularly the Plain Tales that were to launch his reputation as a
writer.16 This essay examines in three early pieces of journalism: The
‘Viceroy at Patiala’ series (March 1884), ‘A Mofussil Exhibition’
(January 1885), and ‘Typhoid at Home’ (February 1885), reading these
alongside other pieces to establish how important the early journalism
was in crafting some of Kipling’s most distinctive narrative techniques
as well as themes in his stories. All these articles appeared before the
Kipling geyser was uncapped in late 1886, but they show his ideas
had been quietly bubbling away in the years before the ‘Daemon’ was
released. This may be one reason why Kipling was able to embark
on such an astonishingly creative period, producing, for example in
November–December 1886, eight Plain Tales in the space of 26 days.
Being ‘fifty percent of the editorial staff’ of the CMG – and the other
fifty per cent suffering from regular bouts of fever that kept him away
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from the office – the paper became, after two cautious years of learning
his trade, Kipling’s public sketch book. Here he experimented, in his
journalism, with ideas on narrative voice, story structure and theme.17
Journalism unstoppered him. It is no coincidence that the first two short
stories Kipling published in the CMG, ‘The Tragedy of Crusoe C. S.’
and ‘The Gate of the Hundred Sorrows’ appeared in the paper after his
editor Stephen Wheeler had finally released him from Lahore and sent
him out to do some descriptive reporting, starting with the Viceroy’s
visit to Patiala in the spring of 1884.18
‘THE VICEROY AT PATIALA’

This descriptive piece reveals though written at very young age,
Kipling’s delight in observing, reporting and describing events and
people, and in using the power of simile, metaphor and description to
bring the world to life for his readers.19
I might write till the end of the chapter on elephants with silver
havedahs and trappings of gold without giving your readers any
idea of the thirty-three gorgeous beasts drawn up to receive the
Viceroy yesterday evening … As they swung to and fro like ships
at anchor, the sunlight lit up gold stiffened jhools and bejewelled
earrings till the roadside seemed to be ablaze with all the treasures
of the Arabian Nights and the elephants themselves shone like glorified fireflies.20
The alchemy of the eighteen-year-old Kipling’s language has transformed these giant, earthy beasts, first into almost weightless boats
bobbing on the sea and then into airborne fireflies, glowing with inner
light. They have achieved this physics-defying feat only through the
imagination and pen of this young reporter, who was clearly thrilled
to have been given his first assignment as a correspondent. Although
Kipling would later strip out much of this kind of ornament from his
phrases, we see here how, through observing and noting in minute
detail, the young Kipling is inspired to think imaginatively.
In this, his first long out-of-the-office reportage (Patiala is 200
miles from Lahore), the persona of the ‘unreliable’ reporter, an ubiquitous presence in Kipling’s short stories, also emerges. The CMG
correspondent makes it clear that from his vantage point he cannot see
everything that is happening at Patiala. ‘It is a little difficult to decide
exactly what regiment any particular man belongs to,’ the reporter
confesses, because the ‘Patiala mob’ partially obscures his view. A little
later, the reporter gives another reason for the patchiness of his information: sentries have been placed at random and it is only possible to find
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out each regiment by examining, close up, their buttons, ‘So you see, it
is difficult at first sight to assign each man to his proper regiment,’21 the
reporter admits, a surprising and brave admission from a professional
journalist out to prove himself to his editor on his first assignment. This
initial experimentation is followed later in 1884 by Esau Mull’s bold
admission to ‘massive ignorance’ on the subject of music and musical
criticism, quoted above.22.To help him finish his article, ‘Mull’ brings ‘a
correspondent who really knows a little about both subjects’, an early
example of the distancing technique Kipling uses in his short stories to
add a note of caution, or to unsettle the reader. Kipling develops this
unusual journalistic persona in further pieces of reportage, for example
in ‘A Popular Picnic’ (CMG 30 March 1886), when describing the size
of the crowd in the Shalimar Gardens at the ‘festival of lamps’: ‘My
friend the chaprassi said that there were fewer people at the mela than
last year; but that a lakh [500,000: Ed.] at least must be present. He
speaks the truth generally but I don’t think he understands figures.’23 It
is hard to read these admissions of half-guessed and possibly inaccurate
information without thinking of some of the admissions of the narrators
of Plain Tales from the Hills: ‘No man will ever know the exact truth of
this story … I don’t know how far we rode … (‘False Dawn’).24
Another article from Patiala in the same series, this time from
the Pinney collection, shows how the strict confines of a newspaper
story are not enough to limit the imaginative powers of the ‘special
correspondent’. The article, published on 23 March 1884, starts off workmanlike enough. It is full of exact measurements of time and quantity,
the reporter on official duties faithfully recording the ordered, efficient
metronomic activities of the Anglo-Indian ruling classes: ‘This morning
at six o’clock, Lord Ripon and staff went shooting to Bunnarhair, some
six miles away. The party returned about noon, having killed plenty of
hare and teetur; a black buck was also sighted but escaped.’25 This reads
like a civil servant’s minutely detailed account of a meeting – even
noting the ‘black buck’ that was sighted but not caught – the minutes of
which are faithfully recorded and deposited in buff, indexed folders in
an ordered filing system.
Then something odd happens. The reporter, having some time to
kill before the evening’s festivities, strays away from the Anglo-Indian
party and into the spell-binding world of the Maharaja’s Palace and
native India. He takes off first on a flight of descriptive fantasy, inviting
the reader to go with him on a journey of wonder:
Imagine a room seventy yards long and thirty yards wide literally
crammed with chandeliers and crystal fountains of white, red and
green glass; throw in acres of mirrors, scores of alabaster statues,
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Persian rugs, a gold kincob carpet five yards square and two massive
silver-gilt chairs of state, and it is possible to obtain some faint idea
of the Chamber. Three of the big glass chandeliers alone are said to
have cost two and a half lakhs of rupees. They stand thirty feet high
and hold about two thousand lights each.26
The description disintegrates through the passage. It starts, rather like
the hunting party scene, with precise measurements: ‘seventy yards
long and thirty yards wide … five yards square …’ But then the reporter
succumbs to the measureless treasures which now ‘seemed as unreal as
Alladin’s [sic] Cave,’ the simile invoking ancient tales of dark magic.
Now spellbound, the reporter heads deeper into the mysterious realm
of the Palace, leaving the order and work of the Europeans behind him.
Kipling takes the reader through room upon room, listing the priceless objects, the gold mounted rifles, silver-mounted revolvers, purple
and gold velvet cushions, penknives that the Maharaja, an obsessive
collector amassed throughout his life. Lists that ‘keep their punch-lines
to the end’, represent, as Jan Montefiore remarks, another Kipling technique used in such stories as ‘William the Conqueror’ and ‘Without
Benefit of Clergy’, but we can see here how it first surfaced in a his
earliest journalism.27 The transfixed reporter is in danger of losing
himself in this exotic world. He comes across a fabulous silver carriage,
made entirely by native craftsmen in Patiala, whose only European item
is ‘a tawdry’ Brussels carpet at the bottom of the carriage. While he
notes the ‘purple velvet and gold’ cushions and the ‘ivory and silver
gilt’ riding whip, he does not even bother to describe the carpet, clearly
only used to cushion the Maharaja’s feet. The change of emphasis here
brings to mind one of Kipling’s earliest short stories, ‘The House of
Suddhoo’. Here the European outsider, brought into the exotic native
world of magic and superstition, nearly falls under its spell, but at the
last minute, pulls himself back into the world of reason to see through
the faked séance. As the Patiala description reaches its climax, Kipling
sees the Maharaja’s fabulous silver dressing cases, costing ‘half a lakh’
each and containing bottles and cases of solid silver. The description
builds to an awed crescendo but ends abruptly: ‘Unfortunately the
Maharajah died before the dressing-cases reached him from England –
for which he is a good deal to be pitied.’ And now the spell is broken.
Like the narrator of ‘The House of Suddhoo’, the reporter detects the
fraud behind the mesmerising veneer. He notices that, ‘in common with
all the other things’ the dressing cases are sadly neglected, and ‘one is
so warped that the lock is hampered and will not open.’ Having previously been under some kind of spell, the reporter is now uncomfortably
aware of his presence as an intruder in this strange place: ‘… not a soul
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was visible, though, all round the square, (it was the third I had entered)
I could hear steps and the sounds of far off voices, and now and then,
the noise of suppressed laughter … all noises are stifled or dulled by the
masses of brick and masonry, and any deed of violence committed in
one of the thousand winding passages would run but little risk of being
detected.’28 The narrow miss the reporter experiences – he nearly, accidentally, strays into the forbidden women’s quarters – suggests he came
close to being another such victim.
The report from Patiala shares themes with Kipling’s short stories
which deal with native characters. Some of these tales are what David
Sergeant describes as ‘complex’: exposing the ‘troubling contradictions of the Anglo-Indian position’, rather than the more numerous
‘authoritarian’ ones, which establish a set of rules by which AngloIndian society must live in order to thrive.29 The ‘complex’ tales include
‘Beyond the Pale’, ‘The Strange Ride of Morrowbie Jukes’ and,
described by Sergeant as a ‘transitional’ text, ‘The House of Suddhoo.’30
To this list we can also add Kipling’s earliest short story published in
the CMG, ‘The Tragedy of Crusoe, C. S.’, which appeared a fortnight
before ‘The Gate of the Hundred Sorrows’ and which contains a nightmarish vision of an inexperienced Anglo-Indian civil servant unable to
deal with his native ‘Man Friday’ while his wife is away. The theme
of this story: how frighteningly thin and how arbitrarily respected is
the veneer that separates the small quantity of rulers from the masses
of the ruled, is close to that of the better known ‘Strange Ride.’ While
in the Patiala report, the danger is only hinted at rather than real, it is
clear the reporter has come perilously close to trespassing into a world
he does not understand and is not welcome in. Here his status as a
European means nothing. When he comes too near the women’s quarters he is unceremoniously ‘shoo[ed]’ out by a group of natives, ‘as one
might ‘shoo’ a stray fowl.’ In ‘Beyond the Pale’ too, the Anglo-Indian
Trejago ‘stepped beyond the safe limits of decent everyday society’ (ie
European society) and into the world of the natives, for which he and
‘little Bisesa’, his native lover, pay a terrible price.31
Kipling was justly proud of his efforts at Patiala and wrote to Edith
Macdonald about his trip, not only telling her that the paper’s proprietors had sent their congratulations, but, how in true swashbuckling
foreign correspondent style, he had scooped the other journalists on
the story by riding sixteen miles to the nearest railway station, taking
the train to Lahore, delivering his despatch, taking the train back and
then riding the sixteen miles back to Patiala. According to the letter, his
journalist’s desire to be first with the news involved swapping his tired
horse for a sleeping lancer’s fresh one.32 Kipling is consciously placing
himself in the pantheon of dashing Victorian foreign correspondents
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like William Howard Russell, H. M. Stanley and George Augustus
Sala who were the swashbuckling Boys’ Own Paper pin ups of the
day. Engaged in newspaper journalism since his school days, Kipling
would certainly have known of these adventurers who became national
celebrities, particularly during the Sudan campaign in the early 1880s.33
Kipling, then, sees his journalism as a way of helping him become a
famous writer.
RULES AND DIVISIONS

If ‘The Viceroy at Patiala’ lays the groundwork for some of the themes
in Kipling’s ‘complex’ stories, then other early pieces of journalism
both build on these, and provide ideas for what David Sergeant has
called his ‘authoritarian’ ones (which are much more numerous). The
article ‘Typhoid at Home’ (CMG 14 February 1885) also portrays the
European straying deep into native territory, but it ventures further
than ‘Patiala’ in that the reporter provides a solution for the problems
his journey throws up. Unlike the unwary ramblings in Patiala, here
Kipling has a defined objective: to assess and expose the insanitary
conditions of Lahore cow-byres which provide milk for Europeans
as well as locals. It is, then, a piece of investigative journalism. As
in ‘Patiala’, the reporter starts out with very precise measurements of
the size of the byres (‘twelve paces long by four broad, six cows and
seven buffaloes’)34. The further the reporter penetrates into the maze of
narrow stinking gullies, the less able he is either to count the beasts or
measure the stalls: ‘an apparently unlimited number of calves and goats
were found here’.35 But the reporter in ‘Typhoid’ has a job to do and is
provoked out of his confusion when he finally comes to the byre full
of cows ‘intended solely for the use of the sahib logue’.36 Seeing that
conditions in this byre are even worse than those in the previous ones
(‘The blue, rotten compost lay deeper here than in any other byre’37), the
reporter suggests a list of remedies for immediate action. These include
the suggestions that cows producing milk for Europeans be removed
to a location where ‘it is possible to exercise efficient and intelligent
control’, that Europeans stir themselves into making their government
more accountable for milk production, and that those who can, should
be encouraged to keep their own cows.38 We see here, in an article
written nearly a year after ‘Patiala’, that Kipling has transitioned from
the innocent new boy to a mature servant of his community contributing to its continuance and well-being.
‘Typhoid at Home’ was also written at about the same time as
Kipling’s first sexual encounters in the Shadhera Gardens which
would later lead to fears he had contracted venereal disease.39 Surely
it can be no coincidence that just days after a secret assignation with
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a ‘thoroughly satisfactory conclusion’ , Kipling is writing about
venturing down a ‘high walled cleft’ ending in a cul-de-sac. The
apparently sexual references in this piece are echoed in the Plain Tale
‘Beyond the Pale’ about an ‘Englishman’ who meets his native lover
in a narrow gully near a cow byre. In ‘Beyond the Pale’, Trejago disobeys rules imposed both by Indian and European societies, and both
he,and his lover suffer the consequences, particularly little Bisesa
who has her hands cut off.
The set of rules the reporter comes up with in ‘Typhoid’ then, is not
just about cow sanitation. It is a metaphor for the deep dangers facing
the European community and the urgent need for a code of rules that
will protect it both from itself and from beguiling charms of native life.
The idea that when events and emotions threaten to run out of control
then the application of a set of rules – sometimes through force or legal
action – restores order, is a recurring theme in the Plain Tales. In ‘Three
and – an Extra’ and ‘The Rescue of Pluffles’ danger is averted through
the enforcement of a code. In ‘Three and – an Extra’ Mrs Bremmil
pulls herself together in order to keep her husband, who has been scandalously dallying with Mrs Hauksbee since the death of the Bremmil
baby. In ‘The Rescue of Pluffles’, the eponymous Pluffles is sent Home
because he cannot apply the discipline needed to survive in India. The
origins of this underlying frame of rules are clearly rooted in Kipling’s
early journalism.
WORK AND TECHNOLOGY

Two more early pieces of journalism, both on the subject of the
native agricultural fair, reveal the evolution of two common Kipling
themes: fascination with technology, and the idea of work as a centrally
important virtue. The first appears in Kipling’s coverage of the Amritsar
Fair (CMG 23 October 1884). The reporter dutifully lists the many agricultural exhibits he sees at the fair:
… ploughs, sickles, pruning knives and the like, from a Calcutta
firm; carpets and cottons, and a hundred and one other articles
which might appeal to the country cousin’s soul … A quantity of
the largest size of brass garden syringes were at first regarded with
suspicion.40

At Amritsar, the native farmers admiring objects they are familiar
with and laughing at, misuing, or being suspicious of more technically advanced machinery, represent a fairly clichéd and unimaginative
response from Kipling. Two months later ‘A Mofussil Exhibition’
in the municipality of Jullundur, a virtually identical exhibition, is
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treated very differently. A fantastic contraption, a mechanical braiding
machine, fascinates bystanders: ‘it had a handle like a barrel organ,
and in some parts resembled a knife-cleaner, secondly it was painted
yellow with miniature portholes at the side … thirdly it ran on wheels
and emitted most unearthly noises’.41 Kipling suggests that the maker
has added all these ‘gimcracks’ to an otherwise quite simple machine to
lure unsuspecting textile workers into thinking it is more sophisticated
than it really is. Further, the maker, Ali Akhbar of Ludhiana, has made
other strange automota that beguile native farmers:
… a well-stuffed little humming bird perched on some unpleasant
artificial roses and disgorging jerky music at intervals. This last
waste of power and good workmanship was sold, I believe, to a
native gentleman and Ali Akhbar of Ludhiana will be led to make
another like to it – thereby throwing away his time and talents for
several months.
Instead of making useful technical items, Ali Akhbar turns out bizarre
automata that entrance natives and thus leads a life of wasted unfulfilment, as well as harming those who buy his contraptions. Ali Akhbar
sounds very much like the model for the sinister ‘man who says he gets
his living by seal cutting’ in the short story ‘In the House of Sudhoo’
published three months after the Mofussil article. 42 Like Ali Akhbar,
instead of using his skills to make useful technical items, the ‘man who
pretended to cut seals’ uses his skills to make fake magic in order to rob
the naïve Suddhoo. Following this little moral fable of the man whose
work suffers from ‘misapplied ingenuity’ Kipling cites another example
in the same newspaper article, this time of the man who is too stubborn and lazy to fulfil his talents. He tells this tale as a piece of fiction,
dispensing with any pretence of being a reporter:
A certain artist, one Mahammed Sharif, possesses the secrets of all
the colours and glazes of the old Mughal tilework as it exists to
perfection on the Nakodar tombs …43
But Sharif, though with his skill he could make himself a fortune, won’t
make the tiles and won’t employ assistants to help him in what could
be a successful business. Instead, he wastes his talents on turning out
simple domestic pottery, ‘a lamentable and most inglorious transition.’
Mahammed Sharif resembles the Camel of the Just So Stories ‘who
lived in the middle of a howling desert because he did not want to
work’, destined to eat ‘sticks and thorns and tamarisks and milkweed
and prickles’, an idea recorded in a letter Kipling wrote in 1892.44
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PLUNDERING THE JOURNALISM

As well as using his journalism to explore themes and ideas which he
would develop later, Kipling lifted phrases and images wholesale from
his newspaper articles and placed them in his fiction. The polo ball
the little boy so covets in ‘The Story of Muhammad Din’ first appears
as a stolen cricket ball in a court case Kipling reports on 11 January
1886, and Muhammed Din’s childish diction (‘Talaam Tahib’), can be
found in Kipling’s report ‘A Popular Picnic’ on 30 March 1886.45 The
bridge in the great story ‘The Bridge Builders’ is closely modelled on
the Sutlej Bridge about which Kipling wrote an article for the CMJ
in March 1887.46 The colloquial speech of soldiers and other ordinary
men, a feature of many Plain Tales can be found in parts of the ‘To
Meet the Ameer’ Series (March–April 1885): ‘We’re making some of
us three hundred a month overtime. An’ there’s two hundred and eighty
tracks still a waitin’ in Jhelun yard’.47 And the Jungle Book story ‘Her
Majesty’s Servants’ is lifted from that lengthy and rain-soaked trip to
Rawalpindi:
It had been raining heavily for one whole month – raining on a camp
of thirty thousand men, thousands of camels, elephants, horses,
bullocks and mules all gathered together at a place called Rawal
Pindi, to be reviewed by the viceroy of India.48
The ‘wild picturesque men on wild horses’ who accompanied the
ceremonial train of the Ameer of Afghanistan in the newspaper article
become ‘the wild king of a very wild country’ and ‘savage men and
savage horses’ in The Jungle Book: Kipling the writer of fiction
dispensing with the caution and diplomatic necessity of Kipling the
reporter.
Another technique of the casually dropped piece of information that
suggests hidden depths to stories, appears both in Kipling’s early fiction
and his journalism. In ‘The Gate of the Hundred Sorrows’ Gabral
Misquitta lets slip: ‘… I had a wife of sorts. But she’s dead now. People
said that I killed her …’ but he does not elaborate; in ‘The Strange Ride
of Morrowbie Jukes’ Gunga Dass has a ‘crescent-shaped scar on the left
cheek – the result of an accident for which I was responsible,’ but like
Misquitta, Jukes makes no further reference to this earlier incident.49 In
‘Hudson’s Surprise Party’, a piece of journalism published after ‘The
Gate of the Hundred Sorrow’ but before ‘Morrowbie Jukes’, Kipling
makes an obscure reference to ‘the painful reminiscences’ connected
to the musical impresario Hudson’s last visit to the station. A casually
inserted fact about Hudson’s being the victim of a burglary and the
loss of 14,000 Rupees adds mystery and criminality to an otherwise
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workaday piece about a musical evening.50 The lines that are supposed
to delineate firmly the boundary between journalism and fiction, thus
become, on close scrutiny, very blurred.
Kipling was by no means the only writer to recycle his journalism
in his fiction: Graham Greene, for example, lifted whole passages from
his journalism in Indo-China and placed them in his novel The Quiet
American (1955), almost word for word. In an article for Paris Match
published in July 1952 Greene describes a canal full of dead bodies:
‘… here and there the canal was filled with a thick gruel, heads floating
above the accumulation of bodies below.’51 In The Quiet American, the
scene reappears:
The canal was full of bodies: I am reminded now of an Irish stew
containing too much meat. The bodies overlapped: one head, seal
grey, and anonymous as a convict with a shaven scalp, stuck up out
of the water like a buoy.52
Kipling and Greene were both journalists-turned-novelists, whose job
of reporting allowed them access to people and places and images
usually barred to more desk-bound writers. His experience of journalism allowed Kipling to ‘move at will in the fourth dimension’ to
explore, experiment and see, perfectly smelting imagination with
fact.53 Kipling wrote on the last page of his memoir that he preferred
to write in ink because ‘with a lead pencil I ceased to express – probably because I had to use a pencil in reporting’ but this is not a fair
summary of what his being reporter endowed his writing.54 Kipling
had sold his heart to the ‘old Black Art/We call the daily press’ way
back in the early 1880s and its benefits to his devolopment as a writer
are there in black and white in many of his subsequent imaginative
pieces of prose.
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RUDYARD KIPLING AND
THE INDIAN CORPS
By KAREN LEENDERS
[Karen Leenders is a final year part time PhD student at the University of Sussex.
Her thesis concerns British military and civilian responses to the service of the Indian
Corps in France during the First World War. She also manages a hostel for 24 former
rough sleepers with high support needs. Ed.]

This article will trace the connections between Rudyard Kipling’s writings about the Indian soldiers who served in Europe during the First
World War and the censored letters sent home by Indian soldiers. It will
highlight in particular the similarities between the stories and the letters
from which they are derived.
During May and June 1917, Kipling published a series of articles in
the form of semi-fictional letters home from Indian soldiers, published
in the US as The Eyes of Asia (1918). The four stories which make up
The Eyes of Asia lie at the heart of Kipling’s complex relationships with
both India and the First World War. He was born in India in 1865 and
returned there after his schooling in England for seven years, leaving for
England again in 1889. By the time of the First World War, Kipling was
an established writer whose commentary and fiction about the Empire,
and India in particular, held tremendous influence over public opinion.
Indeed, almost sixty years after the publication of the stories Edward
Said chose to use a military figure from ‘Her Majesty’s Servants’ to
illustrate the Imperialist ‘order of sovereignty’:
They obey, as the men do. Mule, horse, elephant, or bullock, he
obeys his driver, and the driver his sergeant, and the sergeant his
lieutenant, and the lieutenant his captain, and the captain his major,
and the major his colonel, and the colonel his brigadier commanding
three regiments, and the brigadier his general, who obeys the
Viceroy, who is the servant of the Empress.1
The quotation comes from a scene in which an ‘old, grizzled, longhaired, central Asian chief’ admires the order and precision of a British
parade in India, and it is explained to him by a ‘native officer’2 that
order is created by the fact that all the animals and men obey their
orders as those orders are indirectly given by Queen Victoria herself.
The image and its use by Said perfectly demonstrate Kipling’s role as
narrator of both the Empire and of the First World War.
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Kipling started writing about the Indian soldiers very soon after
they arrived in France in October 1914. In December of that year, he
published six articles in the Daily Telegraph, later published together in
1915 as The New Army in Training; the fifth of these is ‘Indian Troops’.
By the time of publication, Kipling had visited Indian troops training in
the New Forest on 22 November 1914, as noted by his wife Carrie in her
diary: ‘Rud out to inspect the gun battery and to talk with his Indians.’3
(Note her use of the word ‘his’ to indicate Kipling’s personal feelings
towards the men.) There is a further brief entry in Charles Carrington’s
notes from Carrie Kipling’s diary that on 26 January 1915 ‘Rud [went]
to Brighton to see Indian wounded.’4 It seems certain that he used these
visits to seek inspiration for both the Indian story in The New Army in
Training and later in The Eyes of Asia alongside his own experiences of
living in India in his youth.
It may well have been Kipling’s visit to the Indian troops in
November that inspired a theme in his ‘Indian Troops’ article for the
Daily Telegraph which mentions a common complaint among Indian
soldiers in Europe: – the rain. One of the earliest of the Indian soldiers’
letters preserved in part by the censorship process, from ‘XY’, a
wounded Sikh convalescing in England says, ‘in this country it rains
a great deal, always night and day it rains.’5 In Kipling’s report, a Naik
[Corporal] complains that, ‘It is not the cold for which we have no
liking. It is the wet.’6 Kipling concludes the article with the words
‘truly, this is the war of “Our Raj!”’7 The article and the details above
are very much in tune with the media reports of Indian soldiers in the
early stages of the war which tended to present the Indian troops in a
highly positive light, highlighting their loyalty to the Raj and placing
them in close harmony with the men of the BEF.
It was not until early 1916 that Kipling had access to extracts of
letters from Indian soldiers in Europe, after he was sent a selection of
Censor Reports by his friend, Sir Dunlop Smith, a retired member of
the Indian Civil Service who had ended his career as Private Secretary
to the Viceroy in 1910. In addition to the normal process of censorship for letters from the frontline, the Indian soldiers’ letters were
closely monitored for signs of sedition. In the event, almost no traces
of seditious material were found, but as the British had no experience
of deploying colonial soldiers in Europe, careful attention was paid to
their correspondence. The weekly reports consisted of a summary by
the Head Censor, Second Lieutenant Evelyn Berkeley Howell, a list of
contents and the extracts from the soldiers’ letters which had attracted
the interest of the Censors with a note of the name of the writer, his
regiment and the place and date of writing. It should be noted that the
Censor Reports contained extracts from letters; there is no way to tell
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if they were edited as they were transcribed, how accurate the translation was, or even if the original sense that the correspondent wished to
convey was preserved. This is further complicated because, due to high
levels of illiteracy among the soldiers, scribes were often used by the
men to write the original letters.
Traces of original letters, all of which fall within the period to which
Kipling had access to the censor reports, appear in all the Eyes of Asia
stories. As with all the Indian soldiers’ letters, the examples Kipling
saw and wrote about are a mixture of the pragmatic and attempts to
make sense of the situations the men found themselves in. Ahmed, the
writer of the letter read by his family in ‘A Private Account’ asks to be
sent hair dye for his officer whose hair is greying.8 This concern echoes
the letter home from an anonymous Punjabi who writes, ‘As for the
henna and blacking which you sent – by God’s grace my beard is still
black and so is my head.’9 Following an official visit to France in July
1915 by the Indian Soldiers’ Fund, its inspectors, Sir Trevredyn Wynne,
Lord Norreys and Mr McLeod requested in the report of their visit that
black hair dye be provided for the Indian officers’ beards, ‘this latter
item is really of some importance, the older Indian officers suffering
considerably in appearance by the dyes they used in India having faded
and there being nothing in its place.’ The request was turned down by
General Willcocks, Commander of the Indian Corps. 10
In seeking explanations of their own for the war in which they found
themselves, many of the original letters make reference to Indian traditions and stories. Kipling references this in ‘Fumes of the Heart’, in
which the unnamed patient seeks to describe what he saw in France,
‘This war is not a war. It is a world-destroying battle.’11 This is a reference to the Mahabharata, the epic Indian poem which tells the story of
a vast and destructive battle for power between warring members of the
same dynasty, mentions of which recur throughout the soldiers’ letters.
This is paralleled in an authentic letter from an unnamed Sikh Sepoy
sent from France in March 1915, ‘This is not war but the destruction
of the world.’12 Part of the value of Kipling’s work with the letters is
to bring out the unique perspective the Indian soldiers brought to the
remembrance of the First World War.
Kipling was impressed by the soldiers’ observations about the
importance of education, especially for girls. In a letter to Edmonia Hill
(18 July 1918) he wrote: ‘The insistence of all castes of men on female
education are quite true. From Gurkhas to Bombay Sipharis [sic], all the
soldiers who served in France are united on this point.’13 Each of the four
stories emphasise the soldiers’ views on the importance of education in
different ways. In ‘A Retired Gentleman,’ Subedar Major Bishen Singh
Saktawut, convalescing in Hampshire, writes that ‘our women should
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be taught,’ illustrating his point with the tale of the educated sister of
Thakore Sahib of Philwat who, when her brother was turned down by
the Army for being too young to serve, tricked the military into sending
him to France as a Captain of stretcher-bearers, only disclosing his true
identity after he had fought and been wounded in the trenches. ‘See
what our women have already accomplished with education’ claims
Bishen Singh.14 The patient in ‘The Fumes of the Heart’, who is himself
dependent on his doctor to write for him, also makes the case for female
education, ‘we have only yoked one buffalo to the plough up till now. It
is now time to yoke up the milch-buffaloes. Tell the village elders this
and exercise influence. [Write that down strongly, Sahib. We who have
seen Franceville all know it is true].’15 The anonymous correspondent
in ‘The Private Account’ is impressed by the French women’s ability
to keep accounts and feels that if Indian girls were similarly able, ‘we
shall have no more confusion in our accounts.’ His mother, however,
remains unconvinced, ‘a Pathani girl remembers without all this bookwork …they can keep tally on a stick or distaff. It is unnecessary for a
girl to scribble in books. They never come to good ends.’16 In fact, when
taken as a whole, few of the actual soldiers’ letters refer to the education
of Indian girls or the relatively well educated status of French women.
Kipling casts an interesting light on the colonial perspective of the
importance of education and the men’s expanded horizons in a letter to
Dunlop Smith, ‘What struck me most … was their insistence on education – female education too … What they mean by “education” is, I
think, capacity to use and profit by the civilisation they have seen – such
as churns, ploughs, washing tubs and so on … here you have hundreds
of thousands of men who have gone abroad and discovered the nakedness of their own land’.17 In fact, the impression given by the stories is
that it is education in the scholarly sense that is significant, rather than
merely copying European technology. However, Kipling’s comments
chime with a well-used trope of Imperialist thought, that Indian people
were childlike. In that context, it is easy to imagine that a washing tub
or plough can appear to be a symbol of civilisation, although in the
context of a complex story of female endeavour such as that told by
Bishen Singh, such naivete is considerably less obvious. In a discussion of French farming methods, the correspondent in ‘The Fumes of
the Heart’ asserts that ‘Their land descends securely from father to son
upon payment of tax to the Government, just as in civilised countries …
they do not grow more than one crop a year, but this is recompensed to
them because their fields do not need irrigation. The rain in Franceville
is always sure and abundant and in excess … ploughs and carts are
driven by horses.’18 This hardly seems the commentary, fictional or
otherwise, of a man who considers a plough a symbol of civilisation.
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This is not, of course, to suggest that the Indian soldiers did not find their
experiences in Europe to be full of wonder. In ‘A Retired Gentleman’,
Bishen Singh writes excitedly from Hampshire of having seen London,
where ‘the trains run under the city in all directions.’19 As with the other
stories, it is possible to trace this reference back to one of the letters
which Kipling almost certainly read. Ramji Lal wrote from the Indian
Convalescent Home in New Milton, Hampshire that in London, ‘the
railways go under the ground.’20 In ‘A Private Account,’ the home in
which the soldier is billeted causes wonder among his family at home,
‘Listen to these fresh marvels. He says “we reside in brick houses with
painted walls of flowers and birds” … FATHER. What a country! What
a country!’21 A ‘Muhammadan subordinate of the medical department’
wrote home from England that, ‘England is an unrivalled country … it
is adorned with all kinds of natural beauties … the towns and villages
are very well kept.’22 While it is obvious that an Indian soldier from a
rural area would find the London Underground remarkable and English
villages beautiful, care should be taken not to read such comments as
infantilising the men in the Imperialist sense suggested above. It is not
less likely that a rural British, French or German soldier would find
underground trains noteworthy and, similarly, that a city-dweller from
one of those countries would find an English village charming.
A key subject of interest for the Indian soldiers in France as well
as for Kipling were French women. The men were often billeted with
French families and observed the women managing their households
and farms without male help, and the theme of their independence and
kindness to the Indians recurs in their letters. This is referred to in ‘A
Private Account’, where the soldier’s mother is furious to learn of his
landlady’s attentions, ‘But what of his “French Mother” – burn her!’23
In the letter to Edmonia Hill mentioned above, Kipling also mentions
the women’s abilities, ‘The capacity of the French women carrying on
business alone struck them enormously. A wounded Sikh farmer from
Amritzar way – The Fumes of the Heart man – was simply lyric on the
subject as he lay under the big gilt dome of the Brighton Pavilion. “Our
women”, he kept repeating, “Fools! All fools and the mothers of fools,
Sahib.”’24
Kipling’s Abdul Rahman [sic] writes in ‘A Trooper of Horse’ of one
Frenchwoman that ‘She has borne three sons. Two are already dead
and of the third no information since the spring-time.’25 Clearly this
resonates particularly with Kipling, perhaps because of the recent death
of his own son and it is on this subject that the links to the original
letters are strongest. In ‘The Fumes of the Heart’, a Punjabi Sikh soldier
describes the lady in whose house he was billeted:
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Though she was advanced in years and belonged to a high family,
yet in the whole of those three months I never saw this old lady sit
idle. Her three sons had gone to the war. One had been killed; one
was in hospital, and a third, at that time, was in the trenches …
During the time I was in her house, she ministered to me to such an
extent that I cannot adequately describe her kindness. Of her own
free-will she washed my clothes, arranged my bed, and polished
my boots daily for three months. She washed down my bedroom
daily with hot water, having herself heated it. Each morning she
prepared me a tray with bread, butter, milk and coffee. When we had
to leave that village that old lady wept on my shoulder. It is strange
that I had never seen her weep for her dead son, but she wept for
me. Moreover, at parting, she would have me take a fi-farang [five
francs] note for expenses on the road.26
On 9 January 1916, Sher Bahadur Khan, a Punjabi Muslim, wrote from
France of his landlady that,
Her three sons had gone to the war. One had been killed, another
had been wounded, and the third was at that time in the trenches
… during the whole three months, I never once saw this old lady
sitting idle, although she belonged to a high family. Indeed, during
the whole three months she ministered to me to such an extent that I
cannot adequately describe her [kindness]. Of her own free will she
washed my clothes, arranged my bed [and] polished my boots – for
three months. She used to wash down my bedroom daily with warm
water. Every morning she used to prepare and give me a tray with
bread, butter, milk and coffee. I was continually wishing to find a
way to reimburse her the expense; but however much I pressed her,
she declined. When we had to leave that village the old lady wept
on my shoulder. Strange that I had never seen her weeping for her
dead son yet she should weep for me. Moreover, at [our] parting
she pressed on me a five franc note to meet my expenses en route.
[Letter passed.]27
Otherwise keeping strictly to the original text, Kipling edited out a couple
of explanatory notes made by the censor to the original document, and
added the stylised Indian accented phrase of his own: fi-farang for ‘five
francs’. He also found his own way to reward the kindness described
by both the real and fictional soldiers: the writer of ‘The Fumes of the
Heart’ directs his family to send, postage paid, a carpet ‘of good colour
and quality to the value of forty rupees’ to his former hostess, whose
address ‘I have had written in English characters’.28
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It seems likely that, as well as changing the name and religion of the
protagonist he describes in his letter to Edmonia Hill, Kipling also
changed the derivation of the story from a letter to a conversation
between an unnamed ‘Sahib’ and a wounded soldier in Brighton, in
order to disguise the source of the tale. This was clearly a concern for
him; he wrote to Dunlop Smith, who had provided him with the censor
reports, that he did not wish to reveal their true source.29 In a later
letter to Dunlop Smith, he says that ‘I don’t think there is anything that
the India Office would kick at in them: but please make quite sure and
let me have ’em back as soon as may be.’30 He admits the similarities
between the stories, in particular ‘Fumes of the Heart’ and the original
letter from Sher Bahadur Khan, in a letter to Frank Doubleday, his
American publisher: ‘Glad my Indian letters amused you. They are, as
I know, very close to the truth.’31 In a letter to Dunlop Smith, Kipling
enlarges upon this point, ‘you may urge that I have taken large liberties with the material, I reply that I certainly have; but an immense
amount has been textually lifted from the original documents: and for
the rest I have somewhat amplified what I thought I saw between the
letters.’32
Kipling’s decision to use the material he gleaned from the soldiers’
letters so closely remains unexplained. Perhaps his own loyalty and feelings for the men led him to allow their voices to be shared with a wider
English and American audience for sentimental reasons. Equally, in a
great many of his letters of the time he complains about the demands
his work placed upon him, so it is also possible that he chose to take a
short cut by copying passages directly from the soldiers’ letters. He may
also have considered that a number of the letters were well written and
had value beyond that of their immediate messages home. As the Head
Censor concluded in his report on the first year of the censorship office,
‘these weekly budgets form a document of some historical value and no
less psychological interest. If the publication of the selections should
ever be permitted, a very entertaining book would result’.33
While Kipling wrote privately about how he chose to use the letters,
it is not clear why he chose not to make a more public acknowledgment
of the direct quotations he made from the original soldiers’ letters; it
seems likely from the remarks in his own letters that he did not want to
cause problems for Dunlop Smith or himself with the India Office, with
which both were closely connected.
The Eyes of Asia, although Kipling’s most substantial tribute to
the Indian soldiers, was not his last. His 1919 ‘Epitaphs of the War
1914–1918’, a series of short verses dedicated to those who served
and suffered during the war, includes the couplet ‘Hindu Sepoy in
France’:
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This man in his own country prayed we know not to what Powers.
We pray Them to reward him for his bravery in ours.34
Kipling’s His choice of the phrase ‘The Glorious Dead’ for the Cenotaph
built for the Peace Day celebrations is July 1919 could also be read
as being deliberately phrased to include men of the Empire as well as
British troops.
The connection between Kipling and the Indian soldiers lasted well
beyond the war years. In 1921, he attended the unveiling of the Chattri,
a memorial to the Indian soldiers who died in hospital in Brighton built
on the spot where deceased Sikh and Hindu soldiers had been cremated
on the Downs outside the town. His attendance was reported by the
local newspaper:
‘Around that marble Chattri on the open Brighton Downs, in the
presence of men of India as well as men from India, in the presence of Rudyard Kipling, our story-teller of India and the poet of
Empire, met the very elements that most accurately symbolised that
Empire.’35
Still later, in 1927, Kipling attended the unveiling of the memorial to the
Indian soldiers at Neuve Chapelle in France, alongside the Maharaja of
Kapurthala, Marshall Foch, Lord Birkenhead and Indian troops ‘representing all castes.’36 At the ceremony, the sculptor Sir Charles Wheeler
remembered in his autobiography that ‘many of our French hosts asked
me to point out Kipling … [and] became entranced by the words of
Rudyard who, though not on the speech list, spoke briefly and movingly
about the bravery of the Indian soldiers fighting on European soil.’37
The Eyes of Asia belongs to a thread of Kipling’s work concerning
the relationship between the Indian Army and the empire, which
began early on. The passage from The Jungle Book (1894) which
takes the Indian Army as an image of the imperial hierarchy, quoted
at the start of this article, was written some twenty years before the
outbreak of the First World War. Kipling would return to the theme
in Kim, thorough the minor character of the aged rissaldar whose
loyalty to the Raj during the Mutiny has brought him not only financial reward but status; though long retired, he remains ‘a person of
consequence’ upon whom even Deputy Commissioners made social
calls’38. (The imperialist ideology implicit in the portrayal of this
loyalist veteran in Kim has been analysed at length by Edward Said
in Culture and Imperialism [1992].39) Kipling’s earliest First World
War writing about the Indian soldiers concludes with his comment
that the war is that of ‘the whole Raj’, once again emphasising the
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loyalty of the Indian soldiers, by now arrived in Britain for training.
Long after the war, Kipling wrote the short story ‘The Debt’40 which
is set in the home of a unnamed ‘Doctor of the Gaol’, somewhere in
North India. Its principal character is the convict ‘One Three Two’,
formerly a retired ‘non-commissioned officer’ of an Indian regiment, who has ‘unluckily shot a kinsman on the wrong side of the
British frontier’ He was obliged to commit this murder by his family
honour as an ‘Afridi from the Khyber hills’; ‘the error in geography
came from a head-wound picked up at Festubert’. The death sentence
imposed by a (Hindu) judge has been commuted to life imprisonment
on an appeal ‘engineered and financed by his Colonel’ (whose life he
had saved in France), ‘and the officers of his his former regiment.’41
‘One Three Two’ (actually Zuhan Khan42) now oversees the convicts
working in the Doctor’s garden’, and has made himself the ‘bodyguard’ of the Doctor’s small son William, to whom he tells the story,
which he himself learned from ‘my Colonel’, of the pilgrimage made
by ‘Padishah’ King George V ‘after the war in Frangistan was ended’
to the war cemeteries of France where ‘every man who had died in
his service’ was buried.’43 It is important to note that in these stories
the loyalty between the British Empire and its subjects is mutual: not
only did the rissaldar and ‘One Three Two’ show loyalty to the British
Empire and the Indian Army, their loyalty has been in turn rewarded,
even many years later.
The emphasis in The Eyes of Asia reflects the other side of Kipling’s
literary commitment to and fascination with India and the military: –
the characters of the people, Indian and British, who inhabit it. While
The Eyes of Asia is not one of Kipling’s best known works, it gave the
American and British public an insight into the personal voices of the
Indian troops who served in France, which would not otherwise have
been heard for many decades, until David Omissi compiled his volume
of extracts from the censors’ reports in 1999. Whether or not this was
Kipling’s intention when he wrote the stories we cannot tell, but by
leaving us a cast of characters, from the wounded Indian soldiers of
‘A Retired Gentleman’ and ‘The Fumes of the Heart’ seeing England
for the first time, to the Punjabi soldier encountering French families
in ‘A Trooper of Horse’ and the indignant Afghan mother of just such
a soldier in ’A Private Account’, we are brought closer not just to the
experiences of the Indian troops during the First World War, but to the
people who lived under the Raj.
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‘MAILBASE’ REPORT

(RUDYARD-KIPLING@JISCMAIL.AC.UK )
By ALASTAIR WILSON

December 2015 – June 2016
The last six months have seen a total of 159 messages. The theme which
generated the most (11 messages) revolved around the last line of Kim:
the specific question asked by Robert Paulsen was that the last sentence
started ‘He crossed his hands on his lap …”’ – who was ‘He?’ It has
to be either Kim or the lama, as they are the only characters present.
Robert began by stating the view that ‘He’ was Kim himself, but after
contributions from John McGivering, E J Thompson, Kim Klein, Mike
Kipling and Judith Plotz, was persuaded to change his mind, and agreed
that it was the lama.
Another query concerned the meaning and root language of the
suffix ‘pore’ or ‘pur’ to Indian place-names . Andrew Lycett came up
with the answer that “(according to Uncle Google) it means ‘settlement‘, from the Vedic.” And for those of you who aren’t sure what
‘Vedic’ is (as I wasn’t), the same source explains that Vedic Sanskrit
was the fore-runner of modern Sanskrit, which is one of the 22 official
languages in India.
In January, our Hon. Journal Editor asked about ‘cockfighting’, as
described in the ‘Stalky story ‘The Moral Reformers’ and as illustrated
by L. Raven Hill in the 1929 edition of The Complete Stalky & Co.;
Yan Shapiro supplied the answer from My Book of Indoor Games by
Clarence Squareman (1916). As often with such ‘chat-room’ sequences,
there was a measure of topic drift to other forms of young men’s ‘play’
such as ‘High Cockalorum’ and ‘Sugarback’.
In the same month, we had an enquiry from Gary Hogg, prompted
by George Orwell’s statement that Kipling was thought to have
Kipling’s ‘mixed with the wrong people’ when a young man in India,
and that he was suspected by some to have had an admixture of Asiatic
blood somewhere. Gary Hunt asked if there was any truth in this; Mike
Kipling was able to knock the latter rumour firmly on the head.
In the same month, following up an entry in the Carrington and
Rees Extracts of Carrie’s diaries, a query was put about. about Kipling’s
contribution to the library in Queen Mary’s Doll’s House. Yan Shapiro
was again able to provide the answer, with a list of the tales which were
in the book(s) in the library.
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Throughout the period, John Radcliffe has continued to give us
quotations to tease us, and test our knowledge, while many others,
Bryan Diamond in particular, have been able to advise us on future
Kipling-related events, and to alert us to articles in magazines and
newspapers which refer to Kipling.
Finally, our Hon. Librarian gave us all this cross-word clue to solve:
“RK with stern rector and I could become scared to death (6,8)” He
hasn’t given us the solution (it came from the i-newspaper) – please put
us out of our misery, John. [I can’t do it either. Ed.]
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REVIEWS
The Jungle Book, directed by Jon Favreau , Disney Movies. On general release
from April 2016
By JOHN WALKER

The 1960s are to some of us not so very long ago, but tastes, and perhaps
standards, change more quickly than we realise. Asked to review the
recently released live-action/CGI film from Disney, I decided first
to check on reaction in the Society to the ‘original’ and well-known
musical comedy cartoon, first seen in 1967. It was, after all, the reason
why I feel even slightly justified in the heading to this review.
In the March 1968 edition of the Kipling Journal (regarding the
cartoon, remember), S.V. does say ‘… it is almost totally unrelated to
Kipling and the end would have made him sick’. However, the reviewer
also makes it clear that ‘It is a travesty and it is meant to be so’.
Having attended the opening night of Favreau’s modern take,
forbidden to make loud growls or to storm out, I will say that at no stage
did I feel that I needed to do either. I winced when ‘The Bare Necessities’
was trotted out, but I whispered along as Mowgli recited ‘The Law of
the Jungle’, and I could imagine the words lingering in some minds.
Around me, children and adults were spell-bound. Whatever we may
think of the plundering and misuse of sub-plots and images, the predictable changes to characters, the pervasive U.S. drawl, this film is widely
hailed as a critical and commercial success, and will undoubtedly lead
some people to the books and their author. Indeed, my own youngest
grandson (who had already read the first) was very pleased, having
enjoyed the film, to hear that there is a Second Jungle Book.
Of course, Mowgli is pronounced with the long o, whereas Rudyard
Kipling did suggest otherwise; but I am assured that, in India, the former
is naturally used. Of course, the confusion of the story line will mean
that some viewers will be lost when they go on to read of how Shere
Khan really died. Nevertheless, this film, and the forthcoming (October
2018) Warner Brothers version, will keep Kipling’s name in the public
consciousness for positive reasons. Already, visitors to Bateman’s are
more likely to refer to Disney than to ‘exceedingly good cakes’.
I judge that, on balance, the value of popularity will outweigh the
travesty. You should certainly experience the sheer cleverness of the
computer generated images, and I defy you not to react when Shere
Khan springs. Kipling might have grumbled about copyright, but this
would not, in my opinion, make him sick.
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The Two-Sided Man: A Selection of the Short Stories of Rudyard Kipling Edited by
Brian Harris, published online, ISBN 1508712328, £11.50 from Amazon, 2015

Brian Harris’ new selection of Kipling’s short stories, a companion
volume to his earlier poetry anthology The Surprising Mr Kipling
(2013), will delight admirers of its predecessor. The Two Sided Man
begins with a long introduction (35 pages), in which the editor relates
his chosen tales to the stages of Kipling’s life, and gives a readable and
lively critical appreciation of Kipling’s greatness as a writer of short
stories. Conceding some of the charges of brutality which have been
made against the early stories, he defends him against accusations of
racialism and imperialism, emphasising the value Kipling set on tolerance, charity and compassion.
Early Kipling is represented by nine classic ‘Indian’ stories,
including ‘The Story of Muhammed Din’, ‘Beyond the Pale’, ‘At the
Pit’s Mouth’, ‘On the City Wall’, and ‘The Man Who Would Be King.’
In contrast to the wide selection of soldier poems in The Surprising
Mr Kipling, there are no soldier stories here; Brian Harris explains that
negotiating the idiom of Mulvaney, Learoyd and Ortheris on the page is
‘an obstacle course that I would rather avoid’. As an editor I completely
agree; Kipling’s soldier yarns contain so much direct speech thick with
dropped aitches (‘I said to ’im’) and opening apostrophes (‘’Don’t mind
if I do’), each of which, thanks to Word’s software, has to be separately
put in by hand, that proof-checking even quotations is laborious. Doing
that for whole stories would be nightmarish.
In any case, the emphasis of The Two-Sided Man is on the mature
writer. Two-thirds of the stories date from 1900 onwards, including the
poignant ‘They’. There are three from A Diversity of Creatures (1917),
‘Regulus’, ‘Friendly Brook’ and ‘Mary Postgate’; four from Debits and
Credits (1926), ‘The Gardener’, ‘A Madonna of the Trenches’, ‘The
Wish House’ and ‘The Eye of Allah’; and from Limits and Renewals
(1932), ‘Dayspring Mishandled’ and ‘The Church that was at Antioch’.
Most of these are printed with their accompanying poems, and each is
followed by an appreciation entitled ‘Thoughts’, one or two pages long
– much the best way of including editorial commentary, ensuring that
this doesn’t intrude between the reader and the story. As Brian Harris
rightly says, ‘Ultimately we read Kipling, as did our fathers’ (and, I
would add, our mothers), ‘for sheer enjoyment.’ The book is very well
produced, proof-read and presented, with 12 point type which doesn’t
strain the eyes, and a delightful cover illustration of a genial, balding
Kipling in middle age, drawn by the editor’s talented grand-daughter.
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ABOUT THE KIPLING SOCIETY
The Kipling Society is for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865–1936). It is one of
the most active and enduring literary societies in Britain and, as the
only one which focuses on Kipling and his place in English Literature,
attracts a world-wide membership. (Details from the Society’s website and membership forms from the Membership Secretary, Kipling
Society, 31 Brookside, Billericay, Essex CM11 1DT. The forms quote
the minimum annual subscription rates. Some members contribute a
little more). The Society is a Registered Charity and a voluntary, nonprofit-making organisation. Its activities, which are controlled by a
Council and run by the Secretary and honorary officials, include:
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining a specialised Library in the Haileybury, Hertfordshire, and Special
Collection, Sussex University
answering enquiries from the public (schools, publishers, writers and the media), and
providing speakers on request,
arranging a regular programme of lectures, and a formal Annual Luncheon with a
Guest Speaker,
running the web-site at www.kipling.org.uk for members of the Society and anyone
else around the world with an interest in the life and work of Rudyard Kipling,
and publishing the Kipling Journal, every quarter.

The Journal of the Society aims to entertain and inform. It is sent to
subscribing paying members all over the world free of charge. This
includes libraries, English Faculties, and ‘Journal – only’ members.
Since 1927, the Journal has published important items by Kipling, not
readily found elsewhere, valuable historical information, and literary
comment by authorities in their field, following Kipling, whose own
diverse interests and versatile talent covered a wide range of literary
writing – letters, travel, prose and verse. For the serious scholar of
Kipling, who cannot afford to overlook the Journal, a comprehensive index of the entire run since 1927 is available online to members
or in our Library. Apply to: The Librarian, Kipling Society, 72
Millbank, Headcorn, Ashford, Kent TN27 9RG, England or email
to jwawalker@gmail.com
The Editor of the Kipling Journal publishes membership news,
Society events, the texts of talks given by invited speakers, and articles
on all aspects of Kipling and his work. She is happy to receive letters
and articles from readers. These may be edited and publication is not
guaranteed. Letters of crisp comment, under 1000 words, and articles
between 500 and 5000 words are especially welcome. Write to: The
Editor, Kipling Journal, 36, St Dunstan’s Street, Canterbury, Kent,
CT2 8BZ, U.K., or email jem1@kent.ac.uk

